
Video Slot

MONEY MINTER

Inside a hypnotic gaming hall, you'll find a 5-reel slot 
machine, which visitors affectionately refer to as the 
Money Minter. It generates coins, gold bars, bundles 
of cash, and bags of money abound, showering 
players with winning streaks of success.

This slot machine makes players feel like a bank 
manager who runs a large corporation with an 
unscrupulous amount of money at his disposal. The 
winning combinations of symbols allow players to 
strike a fountain of coins. BigWin, SuperWin, and 
MegaWin -  the money bin explodes, showering 
down on them with shiny coins.

Shake out all the gold from the Money Minter and 
seize this machine for all it's worth!



Game Summary

FULL HD (16:9)

LOW HIGH

VIDEO SLOT

Yes

 

Yes

HTML5

96.13%
Game Resolution

Vertical View

Volatility

Game Type

RTP

Platforms

Mobile

Technology

Win Amount

Big Win

Super Win

Mega Win

Epic Win

1 in  80

1 in 166

1 in 259

1 in 553

Max payout for times bet 
observed in 500 million spins: 

2000

5000 

375 000

Main Game

Free Game

Max Win in EUR

Game Features

SCATTER SYMBOL
Money Minter Respins are 
triggered when 3 or more Scatter 
symbols appear anywhere on the 
reels.

MONEY MINTER RESPINS
There are 3 Respins at the start 
of Money Minter Respins. Scatter 
symbols that have triggered the 
feature hold their positions.

During Money Minter Re-spins, 
only Scatter, +1 Spin, and blank 
symbols land on the reels. Scatter 
symbols that land after Respins 
hold on the reels until the end of 
Money Minter Respins. 

Each +1 Spin symbol grants one 
additional respin. Respins stop 
when there are no more Respins 
left or when all the symbol 
positions have been filled with 
Scatter symbols.

A progressive prize is awarded 
when 3 to 15 Scatter symbols in 
any position on the reels. Scatter 
symbols are counted in 
accordance with how many 
appear on each reel after a round 
of Money Minter Respins.

Information

Mobile + desktop

Mobile vertical

Reels

Rows

Bet lines

Min bet (EUR)

Max bet (EUR)

Hit Frequency

Free Game

Yes

Yes

5

3

20

0.1

75

17%

1 in 106


